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Introduction

The world of investing has evolved much from the beginning of 20th century into the current mod-
ern world. One of the ground-breaking ideas are factor investing, widely discussed in the current
investment world. This report address several things, namely

1. What is factor investing

2. Factors as return drivers

3. How do we assess factor investing

In chapter 1, we highlight the current investment culture in Indonesia, in which technical and funda-
mental analysis are usually performed. We assess the shortcomings of both methods and how it can
be resolved by the systematic factor investing. We also look at why investors should explore factors.
Finally, we take a look at how factors redefine active and passive management.

In chapter 2, we look at factors as source of returns. We take a brief-look at Capital Asset Pricing
Model (CAPM) to give an example of return drivers, then we give an overview of well-known return
drivers outside market. We also highlight that factors must be grounded on sound research. Finally,
we also give an overview about reasoning of factors outperformance.

In chapter 3, we look at performance of the factors. First, we look at some of factors’ performance.
Finally, we show that combining two factors have diversification potential and can result in even more
outperformance.
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Chapter 1

What is Factor Investing

1.1 Systematic Factor Investing

In Indonesia, an investor wishes to evaluate a stock generally uses two methodologies, fundamental
analysis and technical analysis. Fundamental analysis seeks to find undervalued companies and esti-
mating each company intrinsic valuation and compare it to the current market valuation. Technical
analysis seeks to predict future price movements using past price movements.

In academia, however, more common way to construct a portfolio is to find a common factors of
equities. Common factors are any characteristic that relates a group of securities that can explain the
future return and risk of securities. For example, we look at list of equities and only buy those whose
price has increased recently. Another example, we choose to buy those which are cheap in book to
market terms alone. Another motivating example is to buy companies which have good quality. As
such, instead of digging deep into one security, factor investing take a broad view over all securities
and choose them based on one or several criteria.

1.2 Why should Investors Explore Factors

Factor investing is different from traditional fundamental and technical analysis. Factor investing
is systematic (rule-based) and can be replicated by other investors as long as the methodology is
known. On the other hand, both technical and fundamental analysis are generally conducted in a
non-systematic (non-rule based) way.

The systematic nature of factor investing offers many advantages compared to the traditional funda-
mental analysis and technical analysis. First, factor investing is consistent and is easier to replicate
compare to traditional analysis method. Second, because of the systematic nature, we can test factor
investing performance over time, while it is hard to do so for fundamental and technical analysis.
Finally, because of the broad view of investing, factor investing also offers more diversification com-
pared to both technical and fundamental investing as both usually take a deep view over few securities.
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Table 1.1: Factor Investing vs Technical and Fundamental Analysis

Criteria Fundamental Analysis Technical Analysis Factor Investing

Definition
Values an equity using its
intrinsic value

Uses past market activ-
ity to predict future price
movements

Exploit common behav-
iors of stocks

Data from
News, macro reports,
earnings reports

Chart pattern analysis
Common factors (can
be both fundamental or
technical data)

Systematic Not-systematic Not-systematic Systematic
Diversification Low Low High
Testability Hard Hard Easy

There are also more advantages as factors are generally thought as the return and risk drivers of
securities. We will look more into that in chapter 2

1.3 Active and Passive Management

Traditionally, there are two ways to invest, either invest actively or passively. Active investing seeks
to beat the broad market performance using superior stock selection. In contrast, passive investing
seeks to capture the broad market performance using market capitalization as weights of the portfolio.
The introduction of factor investing changes the way on how we look at active vs passive management.

Traditional active investing finds the outperformance in the superior stock selection by finding under-
valued stocks across the market (fundamental) and invests it on the right time (technical), usually
with certain characteristics, such as cheap. The arrival of factor investing changes the dynamic within
active management. Because of transparency that usually factor investing provides, the role of active
management is shifted to finding source of returns that are not common.

Figure 1.1: Source : MSCI

As such, factor investing does not replace active and passive management. Active management role
is still prominent by combining elements of factors and stock selection, while passive management
offers investors who want to invest in cap-weighted index.
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Chapter 2

Factors as Return Drivers

2.1 Defining Return Drivers

Factors are return drivers, the drivers of expected returns of securities across the market. Return
drivers are essentially factors or characteristics that drives the return and risk. To give an example
of return driver, we need to go back to (Sharpe, 1964), which introduces the Capital Asset Pricing
Model. A simple breakdown of return states that

Total Return = Systematic Return + Specific Return

The CAPM is groundbreaking in a sense that it states that the only systematic and risk is market
return. As such, outside of market return, each stock return is independent of other stock return,
that is why it is often named as ’residual return’ or ’specific return’.

Figure 2.1: Source : Pinnacle

Furthermore, given sufficient number of stocks, the specific return and risk diminishes into 0, there-
fore, the only returns that left are the market return. The market return is one of the example of
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return drivers.

It turns out that while CAPM says that the only systematic factors are market factors, the academia
found other factors. (Fama & French, 1992) and (Fama & French, 1993) found systematic factors
in form of value and size. There are other factors also, (Cathart, 1997) found that momentum also
explains stock returns. Many other researches find host of other stock characteristics outside market
factors that explain stock returns.

As such, currently, we can see that

Total Return = Market + Factors + Specific

where the market and factors return are systematic returns. Therefore, as important source of returns,
investors are looking into factors more.

2.2 Well-Known Factors

In this section, we document some well-known systematic factors.

Figure 2.2: Source : MSCI

The six factors are well-known in the academia. (Fama & French, 1992) and (Fama & French,
1993) found that value and size explains the expected return. Again, (Jegadeesh & Titman, 1993)
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and (Cathart, 1997) found that momentum also explains the stock return. Recently, low volatility
is researched by (Haugen & Baker, 1996) and (Frazzini & Pedersen, 2014) and found its ability to
explain stock returns and to achieve outperformance. Finally, (C. S. Asness, Moskowitz, & Pedersen,
2013) explores the outperformance of quality factors.

As an example, we collect data from AQR website (www.aqr.com) on long-short quality factors and
long-short beta factors. We also collect data from Kenneth French website for value, momentum and
size factors. We do this for the US market. We cut from 1960 to June 2016 and scale the returns
to have 1% monthly standard deviation. Do note that different methodology from two sources may
affect the result.

Figure 2.3: Source : AQR and Fama French

Clearly, the factors offer significant outperformance for each factors, at least in the US Market. Many
researchers also provide outperformance in global markets.

2.3 Risk vs Behavioral

The source of outperformance of systematic factors are continuously being debated by researchers
and investors. There are two major camps in this debate, whether the source comes from additional
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Table 2.1: Reason of Outperformance of Factors, Adapted from MSCI

Factors Risk Bias

Value Higher exposures to business cycle risk Errors in Earnings Expectations

Momentum
Higher systematic business cycle risk
and higher systematic tail risk

Underreaction and overreaction

Size Higher exposures to business cycle risk Bias in Expectations
Quality NA Bias in Expectations

Low Volatility Higher tail risk
Lottery, overconfidence and leverage
aversion effect

risks taken from investing on the factors, or the outperformance comes from systematic bias from
investors. We explore several reasoning behind outperformance of several factors.

Suppose we start from value factors. The risk explanation of outperformance of value factors is that
cheap stocks have higher risks due to usually incapable to adapt to economic change, compared to the
leaner counterparts. Moreover, value stocks require higher cost of capital and greater business risks.
The behavioral explanation comes from the hypothesis that investors often have bias against value
stocks, as they do not grow as much as the growth stocks. Moreover, investors can also extrapolate
high earnings growth from growth stocks and assume the same thing will happen in the future (often,
they do not happen).

Future outperformance may or may not happen in the future. For investors who believe risk-based
view, outperformance may persists in the future if factor investors bear systematic risks. For investors
who believe the behavioral-based view, future outperformance may persist as long as there are strong
reasons in which investors will continue to have bias in the future.
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Chapter 3

Performance and Implementation

3.1 Methodology

We have seen sample performance in US Market. We will take a look at performance of portfolio in
Indonesia market, so that we have relevant information for Indonesian investors. We will construct
simple methodology to test the factors in Indonesia market.

We first limit the universe to LQ45 universe, so that our investment portfolio is tradable and liquid.
Next, every three months, we collect factor data from our database. For each factor f , we take the
stocks with 15 biggest f and take the stocks with 15 lowest f . Here, we have ’high-group’ stocks
and ’low-group’ stocks for each factor f . For each group (whether high or low), we construct the
portfolio using logarithm of market capitalization as weights at the beginning of each three months
and calculate its daily return.

The reason we use logarithm of market capitalization is motivated by the fact that the best way to
minimize the specific return for specific number of stocks is to use the inverse of stock-specific risk.
We find out that the logarithm of market capitalization is the best proxy for the required weight.

We start at trading day after 1 January 2006 until 31 December 2015. Finally, after calculating the
high factor portfolio return and low factor portfolio return, we take the difference to get our long-short
factor return.

The data come from our database and have been adjusted to reflect corporate actions. Specifically,
fundamental data are moved back to three months to avoid look ahead bias.

3.2 Sample Performance

The long short portfolio performance made from value and momentum factors are positive and sig-
nificantly above 0. The beta factors are slightly above 0, while the size factor is significantly below
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Figure 3.1: Source : Pinnacle

0.

The size factor, in particular, is interesting in a sense that it is against what is known in academia.
There are several possible reasons, one of them is we test the performance in the biggest stocks
in Indonesia market (LQ-45). Investors may want to test in broader universe. We also note that
the performance covers only 10 years, as opposed to usual research in this area which can cover
more than 30 years. As such, the cyclical nature of factor may result in underperformance of several
years.

3.3 Factors Combination

Indeed, while in long term, factor investing provides outperformance from typical index investing,
however factors can suffer medium length of underperformance, around 3 to 5 years. For typical
investors, the length of underperformance may not be bearable and may put investors off.

Fortunately, the cyclical nature of factors can be reduced by diversification. By combining two or
more factors into a composite factor, we can reduce the effect of cyclical nature of factor investing,
as well as reducing the risk of factor investing, while maintaining same level of return.

We combine the 50-50 portfolio from value and momentum and name it ’ValMom’.
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Figure 3.2: Source : Pinnacle

Table 3.1: Risk and Return of Value, Momentum and ValMom

Value Momentum ValMom

Annualized Return 9.61 14.48% 12.05%
Annualized Risk 15.92% 19.29% 11.26%

We can see that the ValMom portfolio offers slightly less return than momentum portfolio and higher
return than value portfolios. Moreover, we can see that the returns are much more smoother than
momentum portfolio. Indeed, in 3.1, we can see that ValMom portfolio has comparable return with
much less risk than value or momentum portfolio alone.

Indeed, we can see in the beginning, (it is around year 2006 to 2007, in which the value performance
lags the market due to the equity bubble) underperformance of value portfolio is offset by the superior
performance by momentum portfolio. We also can see that the drop in sharp drop in momentum
portfolio is offset by the stable value return at that particular time.

As such, in the factor investing, combining multiple factors may benefit investors more than using
one single factor alone.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

Grounded in academic theory and well-tested in empirical world, factor investing can be the back-bone
of investors portfolio. While many in Indonesia invest using fundamental and technical analysis, both
usually are performed in non-systematic way, factor investing offers exposures to well-tested sources
of superior returns.

Some well known factors are value, momentum, low beta and low volatility, size and quality factors.
All factors outperformance are usually backed by either risk-based or behavioral-based explanations.
Regardless, the outperformance are likely to persist in the future.

Factor investing, however, can be cyclical and may result in lower performance in medium length
period. Thus, we can also diversify using several factors to reduce the cyclical nature of factors and
improve our performance on short to medium term.
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Notice and Disclaimer

• This document and all of the information contained in it, including, but not limited to, graphs,
data, tables, opinions are property of Pinnacle Persada Investama (”Pinnacle”) and are pro-
tected by applicable copyrights, trademarks, service marks, and/or other intellectual property
rights. Accordingly, you may not distribute, modify, transmit, reuse, repost, or use the content
of this document for public or commercial purposes, including all text, data, graph, without
Pinnacle written permission.

• Pinnacle is not affiliated with Pinnacle Investment Management headquartered in sydney, Aus-
tralia nor Pinnacle Investment Management, Inc and Pinnacle Investment Advisors, LLC head-
quartered in United States.

• Neither the information, nor any opinion, contained on this document constitutes a solicitation
or offer by Pinnacle or its affiliates to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or other financial
instruments, nor shall any such security be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in
which such offer, solicitation, purchase, or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws
of such jurisdiction. Decisions based on information contained on this document are the sole
responsibility of the visitor. In exchange for using this document, the visitor agrees to indemnify
and hold Pinnacle, its officers, directors, employees, affiliates, agents, licensors and suppliers
harmless against any and all claims, losses, liability, costs and expenses (including but not
limited to attorneys’ fees) arising from your use of this document, from your violation of these
Terms or from any decisions that the visitor makes based on such information.

• This document is provided ”AS IS”. Pinnacle cannot guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or
completeness of the Information and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or results
provided from any information (including graph, text, data) from this document. This document
is for information purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or
investment advice. The information on this document does not constitute a recommendation,
offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. Although
this material is based upon information that Pinnacle considers reliable and endeavors to keep
current, Pinnacle does not assure that this material is accurate, current or complete, and it
should not be relied upon as such. Any opinions expressed on this document may change
as subsequent conditions vary. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE
RESULTS.

• PINNACLE AND ITS AFFILIATES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EM-
PLOYEES OR AGENTS WILL NOT BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANYONE ELSE FOR ANY
DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DIRECT, CONSEQUEN-
TIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOST PROFITS, TRADING LOSSES OR DAMAGES THAT RESULT FROM USE OR
LOSS OF USE OF THIS DOCUMENT), EVEN IF PINNACLE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR LOSSES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
FROM THE USE OR ATTEMPTED USE OF THIS DOCUMENT.

• c©2016 Pinnacle Persada Investama. All rights reserved.
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